Fortuitous electronic connections, and the information that circulates through them, are emerging as hallmarks of humanities scholarship in the digital age. For many years the sine qua non of new scholarly discovery has been a cache of overlooked manuscripts turning up in a box in a country-house attic, the drawer of an old desk, or, in the classic case of the Boswell papers, an ebony cabinet in an Irish castle. The eureka moments in the life of today's questing scholar-adventurer are much more likely to take place in front of a computer screen.
2 That this is so reflects a profound shift in our everyday working relationship to the Victorian past, a relationship now crucially mediated by digital technology. The rapidity of that shift has been alternately exhilarating and bewildering, its long-term permutations and consequences difficult to gauge.
Ongoing legal, commercial, and institutional conflicts over which texts and what information will be made accessible by and to whom, and at what cost, await resolutions that in turn depend in part upon developments in information technology, intellectual property, and scholarly publishing. Nevertheless, it is at least possible to pause and reflect upon some of the ways in which the digital revolution of the past dozen years has changed how we do our work from day to day, and to try to take the measure of some of those changes.
One way of approaching this is by a survey of the expanding array of websites and other online resources available to Victorianists, of the kind that the late Chris Willis so ably conducted in these pages in 2002. 3 Another is to trace the history of the use of digital tools in the study of nineteenth-century Britain, drawing continuities between postwar developments in computing and the practices of the personal-computer era. 4 Less formally, this essay instead considers certain aspects of how Victorianists are coming to explore the period, and experience its textual legacy differently, because of such resources. When I published an article in 1995 about the internet and Victorian Studies I felt it necessary to explain what this new 'World Wide Web' was, and to cajole wary colleagues into experimenting with email. 5 Much of what then struck me as remarkable and revolutionary now feels merely routine, and it is of course exactly this quotidian ordinariness that measures the magnitude of the transformation that has taken place. Nowhere is this more vividly reflected than in the ability to search and locate strings of characters in unimaginably vast stretches of text. Where Lytton Strachey famously imagined dipping a bucket here and there into the vast ocean of information about the Victorians, modern scholars are now trawling that ocean with greater and greater efficiency.
Google, which made its debut in 1998 as one of a number of search engines, has quickly outdistanced its competitors to become a generic term for rapid searching of the hundreds of millions of sites already populating the web, a term that has inevitably mutated into a common verb. 6 It is in this broader, non-proprietary sense, encompassing online forays by means of Google and other search engines into publicly accessible texts and sites, as well as into organized online collections of digitized materials both free and fee-based, that I will use the term here. The extraordinary power, speed, and ubiquity of online searching has brought with it a serendipity of unexpected connections to both information and people that is becoming increasingly central to the progress of Victorian research, and to our working lives as students of the nineteenth century.
'When found, make a note of '
Poring through books and periodicals in search of particular words and phrases has always been part of a researcher's job. In his recent memoir, A Little Bit of Luck, Richard D. Altick writes of having developed the ability to scan thousands of pages of text-thirty years of Hansard for one project, 5,000 pages of Punch for another-hour after hour, day after day, while thinking of other things. 7 Books like The Presence of the Present and his history of the first ten years of Punch, which are essentially brilliant exercises in annotation, stand as a testament to the extraordinary results that such a technique, in tandem with a uniquely wellstocked mind, can achieve. 8 Yet just as electronic indices have undermined the importance for lawyers of possessing a vast and precise memory for case law, so also have the new digital tools and sources available to literary and historical scholars rendered this particular set of skills increasingly obsolete. Of course we will always make connections among the many texts that we read, and take and use notes of them, but the deliberate ferreting out of allusions from disparate kinds of texts is rapidly coming to rely almost entirely upon electronic searching. the actual pages on which the text appeared. 12 Having found an instance of the word or phrase, or some part of it, one can then read the page itself for context before browsing through the surrounding pages. This basic model for interacting with a text is simple enough, and so long as the number of online Victorian texts has been various but limited, most scholars have found this sort of searching and reading an occasional convenience, but hardly a fundamental challenge to their way of working with the period's primary sources. What will make that difference is not simply the ubiquity of the internet, or our students' (and our own) ingrained reliance upon it, but the sheer scale of what is coming online.
The diffusion of useful knowledge
After a lull following the collapse of the dot-com bubble in 2000, the universe of searchable nineteenth-century electronic print sources has begun to expand at a rapidly accelerating pace, thanks to a range of ambitious commercial and non-profit digitisation initiatives. In December of 2004, Google announced plans to digitise fifteen million books in the collections of university libraries at Harvard, Stanford, Michigan, and Oxford, and the New York Public Library. 13 At the time of writing, details remain sketchy about how this will be done, which books will be selected, and what restrictions will be placed on access to their electronic versions, but it is clear that this project will mean a vast addition to the number of texts that scholars will ultimately be able to search. A similarly
collaborative but resolutely open-access project was announced at almost the same moment by Brewster Kahle's non-profit Internet Archive, which has forged agreements with ten libraries in five countries to digitise one million titles.
14 These and a host of more modest projects will inevitably encompass millions of out-of-copyright books, many of them from the nineteenth century, which will join those that have already been made electronically accessible.
At least as consequential will be the migration of nineteenth-century Britain's periodical press to electronic media. For many years, the exploration of these uniquely revealing sources has been hampered not only by lack of access to complete runs of various newspapers and magazines but also by the sheer drudgery of making one's way through acres of closely printed, unindexed text, Alongside such formal, collaborative projects, the cumulative daily discoveries of hundreds of individual historians and literary scholars as they explore the exploding number and variety of online nineteenth-century texts are invisibly yet steadily widening our knowledge of the Victorian world. As we share that knowledge with one another, we are quickly approaching a time when the first question occasioned by an intriguing title noticed in a colleague's bibliography or footnote will be, 'Is it online?' And as more and more scholarship moves online, as well, that question will often be answered instantly by a mouse click in the citation itself. One need not posit the imminent disappearance of the codex or of the library to see that electronically accessible and searchable texts serve a variety of purposes for which even the best printed editions are ill-suited, or that a great many nineteenth-century works that would never have been worth a modern publisher's while to reprint will by this means reach new audiences of specialists and non-specialists alike. For many among the next generation of readers, those e-texts will be their first exposure to Victorian culture, and the main conduit by which they subsequently come to know that culture.
The Way We Read Now
In ways large and small the routine practice of Victorian research reflects the new centrality of the online fishing expedition, one entailed by a shift away from inert material texts to searchable and often interconnected digital ones. What we are seeing is arguably not merely an electronic supplement to traditional library and archival research, but a more fundamental shift in our relationship to the textual universe on which our research depends. One aspect of that shift can be found in the fragmented nature of our online reading, a kind of pragmatic selectivity that follows on from established trends. Notoriously, the scholarly monograph attracts few readers even among specialists, and even those busy readers, unless called upon to review the book, tend not to read it from beginning to end but to skim, check the scholarly apparatus, and mine the Learning to refine searches using Boolean logic and other techniques is an art in which all online researchers are obliged to acquire some proficiency. More structured searching of specialized databases of nineteenth-century material can be considerably more complicated, and for these, as for so much else, the advice of librarians and information scientists remains indispensable to devising the most appropriate and successful search strategies.
For the most productive online exploration of nineteenth-century texts, however, there can be no substitute for a close prior acquaintance with nineteenth-century prose, one that includes at least a passing acquaintance with the languages of Victorian law, medicine, the arts, politics, and journalism. The great versatility of googling-the straightforward precision with which it can locate character strings-is also, of course, its greatest drawback. Concepts and categories impinge on the process only in the most indirect way: one can search eloquently for the development of other online texts embedded in a digital environment that encourages collaborative exploration and interpretation. 22 It takes little imagination to foresee that, within a very few years, sifting through 'hits' from search engines will take up an increasingly large proportion of the historical researcher's time, or that the structure of many research projects will change to make use of the expanded range of resources available.
Before long, funding agencies will routinely receive grant applications for the hiring of research assistants whose job will consist solely of running long lists of proper names, titles, and keywords through a multitude of texts and databases, 
The offline penumbra
Optimism about these expanding resources and ways of reading must, of course, be tempered by a recognition of how much remains to be done and how easy it is to over-estimate the pace and thoroughness of progress toward the dream of the universal digital library. One result of the growing ubiquity of the online world that is already widely evident, particularly among our students, is a blindness to the limitations of the internet generally, an often disheartening credulity about the information to be found there, and a reluctance to do the serious work among print and manuscript sources in libraries and archives that remains essential to scholarship. Yet this same occlusion of vision threatens all of us who find ourselves drawn online by the expanded range and sophistication of resources and the comparative ease of gaining access to them. The time is near upon us when whatever is not online will simply cease to exist as far as anyone but specialists is concerned, a condition I have come to think of as the offline penumbra.
The offline penumbra is that increasingly remote and unvisited shadowland into which even quite important texts fall if they cannot yet be explored, or perhaps even identified, by any electronic means. At present this includes, for primary sources alone, every major Victorian newspaper except the Scotsman and the Times, all but limited runs of a handful of even the major periodicals, and the vast majority of Victorian novels, sermons, Blue Books, and tracts, among a great many other things. Some of the projects I have mentioned bid fair to change this situation radically over the next ten to fifteen years, but although those projects hold out remarkable promise, their very success will tend to draw the next generation of scholars away from less readily accessible material.
Inevitably, more and more scholarly work will be done on texts that can be found online, whilst more inconvenient, costly, and laborious kinds of research, particularly with unpublished manuscripts, is likely to be correspondingly avoided. At a time when even accomplished researchers rely heavily upon online searching, and when many students and interested members of the public rely on little or nothing else, the offline penumbra represents one side of a 'digital divide' that I suspect will subtly affect the ways in which we think, teach, and write about the nineteenth century for years to come.
Connection and collaboration
As the astonishing case of Letitia Landon demonstrates, the vast reach of online searching is connecting people, not merely with information, but with one another, often in the most unexpected and fruitful ways. The growing community of family historians has proved to be the driving force behind the development of such key online resources for nineteenth-century research as the 1901 Census, whose implosion on opening day revealed just how widely and eagerly its debut had been anticipated. 23 Biographers of Victorian men and women have not been slow to take advantage of those resources, and some have come to meet and share information with family historians. Kathryn Hughes, working on a biography of Mrs Beeton, met her subject's great-great niece through online genealogical forums, and before long the two were exchanging photographs, wills, and other
Beeton material by email. 24 Eileen Curran, whose ongoing Curran Index makes available online all post-publication revisions to the Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals, has had similar experiences. As an offshoot of the Curran Index project, she also put online her working notes on particularly obscure contributors to nineteenth-century periodicals, about many of whom she has been collecting scraps of information for over fifty years. 25 Almost immediately after the first of these appeared, she began to receive email from those contributors' descendants all over the world, all of them happy to share family information and documents that often significantly corrected and expanded the life-stories that Curran had constructed. Social, political, and family history are brought together on Mark Crail's 'Chartist Ancestors' website, an impressive synthesis that has also benefited from the contributions of visiting family historians.
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But the most active site of interaction between Victorian descendants and Victorianist scholars will surely be the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, which was published in September 2004 to widespread acclaim. The online version of the ODNB offers new or revised biographical entries for more than 20,500 men and women 'active' during Victoria's reign. 27 All of the entries are searchable, with fields that enable one to refine the search by date, age, occupation, religion, and so on, beckoning students to attempt various kinds of prosopographical inquiries unimaginable before; the ODNB will launch thousands of term papers, theses, and research projects. (The entertainment value of such searching is not inconsiderable, as well; one learns, for instance, that in our period the dictionary identifies three thieves, three mistresses, eight adventurers, ten murderers, and three men whose primary occupation is designated only as 'rogue'.) The sheer breadth of Victorian expertise on display is breathtaking; no single project has ever involved the collective work of so many specialists in nineteenth-century British culture, or is likely to ever again.
Inevitably, other Victorianists, some of them in possession of records not available to the authors, have begun to discover mistakes and omissions, and to notify the editors about these. The ODNB has explicitly welcomed corrections and expansions, as well as suggestions for new biographies, setting up a process by which these can be evaluated. 28 As family historians discover modes of access to the ODNB, most likely through library subscriptions, and become more aware of its riches, that community will fully enter this online conversation, as well. Over time we can expect to see the online ODNB, already the most extensive work of collaborative humanities scholarship ever published, become an even more widely collaborative ongoing biographical database, a text continually revised and co-written among descendants from all over the world and scholars from many fields. Endnotes I am most grateful to my colleagues on VICTORIA, the online discussion community for Victorian Studies, for their characteristic generosity in sharing with me their thoughts about the roles that electronic resources have come to play in their own lives as teachers and researchers. I would also like to pay tribute to Chris Willis, whose untimely death has left such a chasm among her Victorianist colleagues, for so often over the years sharing with me her passionate commitment to the democratising promise of the internet for humanities scholarship. No one will ever google the Victorians with more enthusiasm than Chris did.
